Acidification decouples gap junctions but enlarges the receptive field size of horizontal cells in carp retina.
The receptive field size of retinal horizontal cells is much larger than their dendritic field size due to gap junctional coupling between the same sub-types of cell. Thus, horizontal cells form syncytia by electrical coupling. The basic receptive field profile of horizontal cells can be described by an exponential function based on measurement of responses to a slit of light moved tangentially from a recording electrode. The space constant of this exponential function is proportional to (g(s)/g(m))(1/2), where g(s) and g(m) represent gap junctional conductance and non-gap junctional conductance, respectively. Acidifying the superfusing solution by lowering the pH from 7.60 to 7.30 decreased the dye-coupling, hyperpolarised the resting membrane potential and reduced the photoresponses of H1 type horizontal cells. Surprisingly, however, the receptive field size expanded significantly. Raising the pH from 7.30 to 7.60 or 7.90 produced opposite effects. These results were consistent with alkaline extracellular pH producing a greater increase in g(m) than in g(s) and enhancing release of transmitter from cones acting upon horizontal cells.